Many combinatorial problems can be efficiently solved for series᎐parallel multigraphs. However, the edge-coloring problem of finding the minimum number of colors required for edge-coloring given graphs is one of a few well-known combinatorial problems for which no efficient algorithms have been obtained for series᎐parallel multigraphs. This paper gives a linear algorithm for the problem on series᎐parallel multigraphs. ᮊ
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the edge-coloring problem to find the minimum number of colors required for edge-coloring a given graph G so that no two adjacent edges are colored with the same color. The minimum number Ž . is called the chromatic index of G, and denoted by Ј G . It is known that many combinatorial problems can be solved very efficiently, say in linear w x time, for series᎐parallel graphs or partial k-trees 1, 2, 4, 5, 9 . Such a class of problems has been characterized in terms of ''forbidden graphs'' or w x ''extended monadic logic of second order'' 1, 2, 4, 5, 9 . The edge-coloring Ž . problem does not belong to such a class of ''maximum or minimum subgraph problems,'' and is indeed one of the ''edge-covering problems'' w x which, as mentioned in 4 , do not appear to be solvable in linear time for partial k-trees. Furthermore the edge-coloring problem is one of a few well-known problems for which no efficient algorithms of low complexity order have been obtained even for series᎐parallel multigraphs. For series᎐parallel simple graphs, which have no multiple edges, the edge-col-Ž 2 . oring problem is known to be solvable in time O n , where n is the w x w x number of vertices in a graph 10 . Sysło, referring to 10 , conjectured that there existed a linear algorithm to solve the edge-coloring problem for w x series-parallel multigraphs, which may have multiple edges 8 . Very re-Ä 4 *E-mail: zhou,hs,nishi @ecei.tohoku.ac. jp. cently, Bodlaender gave a polynomial-time algorithm of high complexity Ž . order to solve the edge-coloring problem for series᎐parallel simple w x Ž 64 . graphs or partial k-trees 3 . His algorithm runs in time O n⌬ for series᎐parallel multigraphs. Note that the maximum degree ⌬ is not w x bounded in general. On the other hand, recently Seymour 7 and w x Marcotte 6 have shown that a kind of a ''min᎐max formula'' holds for the Ž . chromatic index Ј G of a series᎐parallel multigraph G and a trivial Ž . lower bound on Ј G . Using the formula, one can find the chromatic Ž . Ž 3 . index Ј G of G in polynomial time, say in time O n⌬ .
In this paper we give a linear algorithm to find the chromatic index Ž . Ј G for any series᎐parallel multigraph G. Thus the complexity is greatly improved. Our algorithm is not based on the min᎐max formula above, but uses a number of new ideas specific to series᎐parallel multigraphs as well as a general technique employed by Bodlaender for partial k-trees. Our algorithms for series᎐parallel multigraphs can easily be extended to the case of partial 2-trees. Note that every 2-connected component of a partial 2-tree is a series᎐parallel simple graph. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes basic definitions Ž . and notations. Section 3 gives a simple algorithm which computes Ј G of Ž 3 . a given series᎐parallel multigraph G in time O n⌬ . Section 4 improves the time complexity to linear time. Finally we conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of the results and some related works. Early versions of this w x paper were presented in 13, 14 .
DEFINITIONS
Ž . In this section we give some basic definitions. We denote by G s V, E a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. The set of vertices and the set of Ž . Ž . Ž edges of G are often denoted by V G and E G , respectively. A two-. terminal series᎐parallel multigraph is defined recursively as follows: A series᎐parallel multigraph G can be represented by a ''binary decomw x position tree'' 9 . Figure 2 illustrates An edge-coloring of G is an assignment of colors to the edges in G such that no two adjacent edges have the same color. Figure 3 depicts an Ž . edge-coloring of a graph G in Fig. 2a. The chromatic index Ј G of a graph G is the minimum number of colors used by any edge-coloring of G. The number of colors used by an edge-coloring is denoted by ࠻, the Ž . color assigned to edge e g E is denoted by e , and for a set A : E of Ž . edges, A denotes the set of colors assigned to the edges in A. Denote Ž . by ¨the set of colors assigned to the edges incident with vertex¨g V.
< r s R , and q s Q . These symbols are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Clearly the following equations hold:
s d¨s t q r ; and
Ž . Ž . The edge-coloring of a graph G in Fig. 3 satisfies s s 1, t s 1 Therefore we have consequently we alter and so that and , and hence , use only the 
Lemma 3.2 immediately implies the following lemma.
where the minimum is taken o¨er all i and i such that Similarly we have the following two lemmas for the case Proof. Given in Appendix.
¨s¨G s¨G , and let i and i be
Lemma 3.4 immediately implies the following lemma.
where the minimum is taken o¨er all i and i such that
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 we obtain the following straightforward algorithm. Let T be a binary decomposition tree of a series᎐parallel multib graph G, and let u be a node in T . Then the following procedure
We first call procedure Color G for the root r of T , and
2 begin 3 if u is a leaf node then begin 4 let m be the number of multiple edges in G ;
let¨and¨be the children of node u in T ; G s G G 
is an underlying simple graph of the series᎐parallel multigraph G s V, E , < < then EЈ F 2 n y 3. Therefore T contains 2 n y 3 leaves and hence b < < 4n y 7 nodes in total where n s V . Consequently the recursive calls Ž . occur at most 4 n y 7 times during the execution of Color G . Thus the r Ž 3 . w x total running time of the algorithm is O n⌬ . An early version 13 of this Ž . paper improved the complexity to O n⌬ .
LINEAR ALGORITHM

Ž
. Ž . In Section 3 we have shown that Ј G, i for all i and hence Ј G can Ž 3 . be computed in O n⌬ time. In this section we improve the time complex-Ž< <. ity to linear time; that is, we give an O E time sequential algorithm to Ž . decide the chromatic index Ј G of a series᎐parallel multigraph G s Ž . V, E . Although we will not give the details, the algorithm can be Ž . modified so that it actually finds an edge-coloring of G using Ј G colors.
Ž . The first idea behind the linear algorithm is to observe that Ј G, i is a convex and ''unit-staircase'' function with respect to i as illustrated in Fig.  6 . That is, the following two lemmas hold.
recoloring these two edges with the same new color, one can construct a Ž . Ž coloring Ј such that ࠻ Ј F ࠻ q 1 and r Ј s i q 1, and hence Ј G,
Thus we may assume that all the edges whose colors Ž . Ž . are in S j T and which are incident with¨or¨share a single Ž . ¢ e otherwise.
Ž .
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that the lemma does not hold for a series᎐parallel multigraph G and some integers l and h. We may assume that the number of edges in G is minimum among such graphs and that h y l is minimum among such integers for G. Obviously h y l G 2. Furthermore, from Lemma 4.1 and the minimality of h y l, one can know
GsG иG is similar.
Since Ј G, l s j, by Lemma 3.3 c there exist two integers i and i
Assume without loss of generality that
By the assumption the lemma holds for fined for an integer j as follows: hold:
The third idea is that T T G can be computed directly from T T G and
1 Ž . 5 Ž . T T G when G s G и G or G G . When one computes T T G from 2 1 2 1 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . T T G and T T G , one needs to know
Ј G , since j ranges from Ј G to 1 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ј G q ␦ G . One can indeed compute T T G and Ј G from T T G st 1
Ž . and T T G as shown in
where the minimum is taken over all integers i and i such that Ž . and 4 hold. Therefore
where i and i run over the same ranges above. It suffices to consider the 1 2 following three cases. 
Ž . Lemma 3.3 c there exist integers i, i , and i satisfying the four equations 1 2 
Ž . Ž . c By Lemma 3.3 c we have
is non-increasing with respect to i for fixed i and i , the p 1 2 1 2 Ž . minimum above is attained when i s h i , i . Therefore
By the definition of ␣ we have
The minimum above is taken over all integers i and i such that 
where the minimum is taken over all integers i and i such that
Ž . Ž . the following a ᎐ c hold:
where the minimum is taken over all integers i and i such that hold. Therefore
We now claim that
We first prove
that is,
Ž .
Ž . 10 and hence 9 . We next prove
that is, 
Ž . The three equations 9 , 11 , and 14 immediately imply 8 . As above, one can easily verify that
Obviously the following equation holds for any c , c , x , and x such By 8 , 15 , 16 , and j 
The extension of these altered and is a coloring of G using dŽ . Ž .
From these lemmas we have the following lemma. In the analysis of time-complexity we assume that the degrees of terminals of a series᎐paral-lel multigraph G and its components G and G are known, because the 1 2 bookkeeping operations to compute them take linear time in total. 
The three ideas above are not sufficient to provide a linear algorithm. The fourth idea is to process all the components connected in parallel 5 5 5 together. That is, when G s G G иии G , we do not compute Since it is rather straightforward to prove Lemma 4.6 by induction on k using Lemma 4.3, the proof is omitted in this paper. 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm above is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6 above. Therefore we prove only the claim Ž . Ž . on the time complexity. Obviously one can compute Ž . < Ž .< running time of the algorithm to compute T T G when either V G s 2 or Ž< < < <. third pass can be done total in time O E log E . Note that one can construct an edge-coloring of a graph G from those of the two subgraphs p G and G by modifying the edge-coloring of a smaller one in time 1 2 Ž Ä < < < <4. 2 2 Furthermore one can implement the edge-coloring algorithm so that it Ž < <. w x takes time O ⌬ V 13 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have given a linear and practical algorithm for the Ž . edge-coloring problem on series᎐parallel multigraphs G s V, E . The complexity is optimal within a constant factor, and the constant is small. This algorithm can be implemented as an NC parallel algorithm, which Ž . Ž . < < takes O log n parallel time with O n ⌬rlog n processors where n s V w x 14 .
Our algorithm solves a single particular problem, that is, the edge-coloring problem. However, the methods which we developed in this paper appear to be useful for many other problems, especially for the ''edge-partition problem with respect to property '' which asks that the edge set of a given graph be partitioned into a minimum number of subsets such that the subgraph induced by each subset satisfies the property . For the edge-coloring problem, is indeed a matching.
Zhou, Nakano, and Nishizeki recently obtained a linear algorithm for w x the edge-coloring problem on partial k-trees with bounded k 11, 12 . However, the algorithm does not work for series᎐parallel multigraphs. Note that a partial 2-tree has no multiple edges and hence a series᎐paral-lel multigraph is not always a partial 2-tree. The complexity of the algorithm is optimal within a constant factor, but the constant 2 12 
